
-- 30 to + 125 30 to + 125 °°CCOperating Temperature RangeOperating Temperature Range

-300 300 -- 350350--Penetration (IP50 ASTM 217Penetration (IP50 ASTM 217--68)68)

215°C191191°°CC--Flash Point (IP.35)Flash Point (IP.35)

---250 ppm.250 ppm.TLVTLV

---Methylene Chloride  Methylene Chloride  DiluentDiluent

7%8.5%8.5%8.5%8.5%Solids ContentSolids Content

A blend of high purity Graphite and Molybdenum DisulphideA blend of high purity Graphite and Molybdenum DisulphideDispersed PhaseDispersed Phase

Mineral oilMineral oilMineral oilMineral oilMineral oilBase OilBase Oil

Calcium soapOrganophilic clayOrganophilic clayOrganophilic clayOrganophilic clayThickenerThickener

Black fluidSoft black greaseSoft black greaseSoft black greaseSoft black greaseGeneral DescriptionGeneral Description

ROPELIFE AAROPELIFE AAROPELIFEROPELIFEROPELIFE AEROSOLROPELIFE AEROSOL

The above information reflects the current state of knowledge ofThe above information reflects the current state of knowledge of our research.  It cannot, however, be taken as an assurance our research.  It cannot, however, be taken as an assurance 
about the properties nor as a guarantee of the suitability of thabout the properties nor as a guarantee of the suitability of the product for individual applications.  Before using our producte product for individual applications.  Before using our products, s, 
therefore, check their suitability and be satisfied that the restherefore, check their suitability and be satisfied that the results will be satisfactory.  Our products are continually being uults will be satisfactory.  Our products are continually being upp--
dated.  We reserve the right, therefore, to alter the informatiodated.  We reserve the right, therefore, to alter the information on this product at any time and without prior announcement.n on this product at any time and without prior announcement.

Naval Rate Book Number CED/SPT/211/24/49/11Naval Rate Book Number CED/SPT/211/24/49/11

NATO Stock Number 8030NATO Stock Number 8030--9999--594594--0384 Class Group 04740384 Class Group 0474

British Ropes (limited approval)British Ropes (limited approval)

Approvals:Approvals:

Indefinite if unopened.Indefinite if unopened.Shelf Life:Shelf Life:

Brush, mop, spatula or specially designed spray system. Does notBrush, mop, spatula or specially designed spray system. Does not require heating prior                   require heating prior                   

to application in cold weather. If applied with an automatic wirto application in cold weather. If applied with an automatic wire rope lubrication system, select e rope lubrication system, select 
Ropelife AA.Ropelife AA.

Method of Method of 

Application:Application:

Heavily loaded rope of all kinds, e.g. dock side cranes, shipsHeavily loaded rope of all kinds, e.g. dock side cranes, ships’’ cranes and derricks, haulage ropes cranes and derricks, haulage ropes 
and loading bay cranes etc.and loading bay cranes etc.

Applications:Applications:

Wire ropes require an effective boundary lubricant which will prWire ropes require an effective boundary lubricant which will provide a combination of corrosion ovide a combination of corrosion 

protection and extreme pressure lubrication. Ropelife wire rope protection and extreme pressure lubrication. Ropelife wire rope dressing possesses all these dressing possesses all these 

necessary features and in addition will not clog the rope with cnecessary features and in addition will not clog the rope with congealed thickening agents or ongealed thickening agents or 

residues. Ropelife is a semiresidues. Ropelife is a semi--fluid grease containing a blend of Molybdenum Disulphide and fluid grease containing a blend of Molybdenum Disulphide and 

Graphite is formulated to protect and lubricate wire ropes by peGraphite is formulated to protect and lubricate wire ropes by penetration of solid lubricants to the netration of solid lubricants to the 

core of the rope, leaving a clean, noncore of the rope, leaving a clean, non--drip, corrosion resistant coating .Ropelife Aerosol provides drip, corrosion resistant coating .Ropelife Aerosol provides 
corrosion protection, penetrates and gives interstrand lubricaticorrosion protection, penetrates and gives interstrand lubrication and greatly extends rope life.on and greatly extends rope life.

Description:Description:

ROPELIFE SERIESROPELIFE SERIES
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